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Photodissociation Regions
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 The Effect of Dust in HII Regions

• dust absorbs some of the photons with E>13.6 eV
  effectively reduces size of Stroemgren sphere

• radiation pressure acting on dust grains affects homogeneity of HII regions

Why is it important?

Equilibrium condition:
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  Emission Lines of HII Regions in the Optical

fringing, which can become quite severe in some cases beyond
k ! 8500 8. As we explain later, we only perform line meas-
urements on individual spectra at k < 8500 8, and all the
measurements between k " 8000 and 8500 8 have been
manually checked on an individual basis.

Stacked spectra can give a good qualitative idea of the mean
optical spectra of 24 !m galaxies. Figures 4, 5, and 6 show the
rest-frame average stacked spectra of our 24 !m galaxies with
"L24 !m" <1010 L#, 10

10 L# < "L24 !m" <1011 L#, and "L24 !m" >
1011 L#, respectively, in different redshift bins. We constructed
the stacked spectra on sets of 38Y89 galaxies, depending on the
redshift and IR luminosity bin. The zCOSMOS BLAGNs have
been excluded for the stacking. The wavelength resolution in all
the stacked spectra is 28 (rest frame).We only show the spectra up
to rest-frame wavelengths corresponding to observed k P 85008;
i.e., we excluded the regions most affected by fringing. However,
as we show in x 7, even the longest wavelength regions show
reasonably good average spectra when sufficient numbers of
sources are stacked. This is due to the fact that the fringing pattern
adds incoherently for different sources, so no systematic noise
is propagated into the average stacked spectra.

We obtained the average spectrum in each bin by renormalizing
the individual rest-frame spectrum of each source to the average
value of a featureless region of the continuum (which was chosen
depending on the redshift bin). In this way, all the individual
spectra in a given redshift and IR luminosity bin are put on a same
scale before stacking.We smoothed out regions lying on top of the
main atmospheric absorption lines, except when source emission
lines were present. At each rest-frame wavelength, we excluded
the 5% smallest and largest values before computing the average.
This sigma-clipping procedure helps to clean the stacks for pos-
sible remaining spurious lines in the individual spectra.

These average spectra of 24 !m galaxies in different redshift
and IR luminosity bins show the following:

1. As expected, all emission lines characterizing star-forming
galaxies are present. We note that these emission lines are a
property of the average spectra of IR galaxies, but we do not
necessarily observe all these lines in every spectrum on an indi-
vidual basis (because, e.g., they are much extincted by reddening
in some cases). On the average spectra, we also see some ab-
sorption lines characteristic of old stellar populations, as Na D
or Ca ii H and K. This means that different generations of stars
are present in many IR galaxies.

2. The average line ratios vary as a function of IR luminosity
and redshift. We further analyze this point in x 7.

3. High-order Balmer absorption lines are clearly present in
24!mgalaxies. These lines are produced by short-living (P1Gyr)
A-type stars. This indicates that 24 !m galaxies not only are
instantaneously forming stars but have been also forming stars
for some time during the last gigayear. We explore this issue in
more detail in x 9.

Although the stacked spectra give a good qualitative idea of
the average spectral properties of 24 !m galaxies of different IR
luminosities and redshifts, they do not contain information about
the variety of strengths of the spectral features among 24 !m gal-
axies in a same redshift and luminosity bin.

We measured the fluxes and equivalent widths (EWs) of emis-
sion lines in our zCOSMOS spectra by direct integration on the
rest-frame spectra.We do notmeasure emission lines lying beyond
observer-frame k " 85008, to avoid being severely affected by
fringing. For lines at observer-frame 8000 8 < k < 8500 8 ,
we manually checked the measurements on an individual basis

Fig. 4.—Composite average zCOSMOS spectra of 24 !m galaxies with
"L24 !m

" < 1010 L# in different redshift bins. From top to bottom, the numbers of
stacked galaxies are 74, 64, and 38, respectively.

OPTICAL SPECTRA OF 24 !m GALAXIES IN COSMOS. I. 943No. 2, 2008

Fig. 6.—Composite average zCOSMOS spectra of 24 !m galaxies with
"L24 !m" > 1011 L! in different redshift bins. From top to bottom, the numbers
of stacked galaxies are 42, 86, and 89, respectively.

Fig. 5.—Composite average zCOSMOS spectra of 24 !m galaxies with
1010 L! < "L24 !m" < 1011 L! in different redshift bins. From top to bottom, the
numbers of stacked galaxies are 70, 57, and 42, respectively.

Caputi et al. (2008)

Average optical spectra of mid-IR-selected galaxies
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 Nebular Diagnostics - the BPT diagram

Part of fig. 18.7 in Draine’s book.
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 Nebular Diagnostics - determination of T

Part of fig. 18.2 in Draine’s book.
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 Heating of HII Regions

dominant process: photoionisation

Probability of photoionisation per unit time:

Heating rate per unit volume:
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If �pe(⌫) is the photoionisation cross section of X+r in its ground electronic state, then the
probability per unit time for photoionisation is
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where h⌫0 is the threshold energy for photoionisation from the ground state. Each photoionisa-
tion event ejects an electron with kinetic energy (h⌫ � h⌫0) into the ionised gas. The heating
rate per unit volume of this process is:
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The mean photolectron energy is

Epe(X + +r) =
�pe

n(X+r)⇣(X+r)
, (7)

which depends on the spectrum u⌫ of the photons responsible for the photoionisation.

what is the typical Epe in the ionised gas around a hot star?

Let us assume that the radiation from the star can be approximated by a black-body with colour
temperature Tc (this is only an approximation!). Let’s define the dimensionless ratio

 ⌘ Epe

kTc
. (8)

Near the star, the absorption in the radiation field can be considered very small, so stellar radi-
ation will simply be attenuated by the inverse-square law, maintaining the black-body spectral
shape.

The average photoelectron energy is

hEpei = h�ikTc =
R1
⌫0

[B⌫(Tc)/h⌫] (h⌫ � h⌫0) d⌫
R1
⌫0
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NOTE: over a broad range of Tc, the value of hEpei is ⇠ 1.

Coming back to equation (6), and we impose the equilibrium condition, we have:

⇣(X+r)n(X+r) = ↵nen(X+r+1) , (10)

where ↵ is the rate coe�cient for recombinations X+r+1 + e� ! X+r. This condition can be
used to obtain the local heating rate:
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 Cooling of HII Regions

Radiative recombination - cooling rate per unit volume:

Collisional de-excitation - cooling rate per unit volume:

!rr = !B ne n(H
+) < Err >

�pe = ↵nen(X+r+1) kTc . (11)

This is saying that heating rate due to photoelectrons (per unit volume) is simply equal to the
recombination rate per unit volume, times the mean photoelctron energy Epe =  kTc.

NOTE: the most typical case is X+r+1 = H+, and in HII regions n(H+) ⇡ nH , and ↵ = ↵B.
So we have

�pe(H ! H+) ⇡ ↵B nenH  kTc . (12)

1.5 Cooling of HII Regions

The most common cooling processes in HII regions, in order of importance, are: line cool-
ing produced by collisional deexcitation, radiation produced after recombination, and free-free
emission.

We will go quickly through these processes, as we have seen them in Lecture 3.

Collisionally Excited Line Radiation:

In the general case, the cooling rate ⇤ce is (see Draine 27.3.3):
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where we are summing over all species X and all excited states i.

Recombination Radiation:

The cooling rate (per unit volume) is:

⇤rr = ↵Bnen(H+)hErri , (14)

where ↵B is the rate coe�cient for case B radiative recombination, and Erri is the mean kinetic
energy of the recombining electrons.

Assuming that we can approximate the cross section for radiative recombination by a power-law:

�rr(E) = �0(E/E0)� . (15)

The rate coe�cient is then:
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 Comparison of heating and cooling rates vs. T

Part of fig. 27.1 in Draine’s book.
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Photodissociation Regions
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 Schematic View of a PDR
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 The Orion Bar in the Orion Nebula
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